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On a corner lot in St. Petersburg's
Central Oak Park neighborhood sits a
little teal house that illustrates the
city's growing affordability crisis.

The 765-square-foot house, with two
bedrooms and one bathroom, sold for
$90,000 in the fall of 2020. It hit the
market on April 8 priced at $289,000
— an increase of more than 200
percent. The home is in ZIP code
33711, which includes parts of
Gulfport and South St. Petersburg. On
average, home prices in this area have
risen more than 63 percent in the last three years and more than
100 percent in the last five years.

Business and civic leaders are exploring ways to ease housing
prices as demand explodes in the Sunshine City. Adding housing
units to the market is one way to do so — and the city is looking at
upzoning or increasing density to do just that, city administrator
Rob Gerdes told the Tampa Bay Business Journal. Upzoning allows
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developers to build more units per acre, as a way to ensure housing
is attainable for residents of all economic backgrounds.

The availability of affordable and workforce housing is a
touchstone of economic development — particularly in Florida,
which has long marketed itself as an affordable alternative to New
York and California. The issue affects more than the rank and file
employees of companies relocating from the Northeast or the
Midwest. Restaurants, hotels and even the public sector will
struggle to attract and retain employees if they cannot find
affordable housing near their workplace.

In March, St. Pete began paying all city employees — not just full-
time workers — at least $15 an hour. This impacted 211 part-time
employees who had not qualified for the prior exception that
offered the $15 an hour salary to those who had been with the city
for five years.

Some progress on the housing front has been made: St. Petersburg
is in year two of its 10-year housing plan. Though the plan kicked
off right as the pandemic began, the city was still able to hit several
of its benchmarks. Gerdes told the Business Journal that St. Pete is
“a little bit behind” its goals for homeownership related to the
down payment assistance program with the city. While the
pandemic did play a role in that, a larger issue is the escalating
prices in the housing market.

Read more: What does a more dense St. Pete look like? Think
Sesame Street, not Miami

To adapt to the market, city staffers are actively looking for new
ways to make progress and stay competitive.

An initial change was increasing the amount available for down
payment assistance.

Homebuyers who qualify used to only be able to get up to $40,000
in assistance. Now they can get up to $60,000. Over the last few
years, the city has created more funding sourcesand brought in
partnerships for other funding — federal dollars, state funds and
adapting things like the South St. Petersburg Community
Redevelopment Area funding for housing — to help local families
find attainable housing.
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“We need to continue to do what we're doing and look for some
innovative solutions as things change,” Gerdes said. “And
obviously, we're dealing with significant increases in the cost of
construction and supply chain issues. And so we're trying to work
through those things as well.”

Gerdes and neighborhood affairs administrator James Corbett sat
down with the Business Journal to discuss how St. Pete is working
toward its housing goals — which aim to impact approximately
7,000 households across the city in the next decade, a 75%
increase from the prior 10 years. 

Mayor Ken Welch has released the results of a study that
addressed the housing crisis. Part of the proposed solutions
included using city-owned property that isn’t being used to put
more supply in the market. Do you see the city going down that
path? How do we get more affordable housing in the immediate
future?

Gerdes: I certainly do see the city leaning into that, and I think it’s a
priority for the mayor and city council. But to be honest, I don’t
think the city necessarily has as many significant properties under
our ownership as people think. There are some and we have a
couple of solicitations out now for housing. Tropicana Field will
also be a major component of bringing housing downtown. 

Do you think nontraditional housing – like the proposed
repurposed shipping container community headed downtown —
is part of the future of development in St. Pete?

Gerdes: I think we may see innovation in the construction industry,
but they’ll only really be a part of the change I believe we’ll need to
see for it to be effective. I think there needs to be a change in living
style. One thing that will happen and will impact affordability is I
think you're going to see more developments going towards a
dormitory-style. On an innovation basis, I think there are a lot of
opportunities there for accessory dwelling units. 

Corbett: I think modular housing will be part of this change even
more so than the storage containers, where there are innovative
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ways to make those types of smaller units more cost-effective. I
think that’s where we’re headed. 

Did anything surprise you looking back at the results of the first
two years of the housing plan?

Gerdes: I was proud of what we were able to achieve through the
pandemic. The data also showed we have a very innovative
strategy for acquiring single-family lots and providing those to
developers to build affordable single-family housing on them.
There were some bumps in the road at the beginning of that
program, especially related to the structure of the lease and
development agreement, getting banks comfortable with the type
of agreement that we use, getting the developers comfortable with
a lease and the disposition and development process.

I'm starting to see that program really start to take off. While the
program is throughout the city, we’ve been able to acquire more
lots within the South St. Petersburg community redevelopment
area than in other areas, so it’s heavily focused there.

With the housing market continuing to rise, what does the city
think about the conversations that are starting to pop up about
upzoning and finding keys to density that have been overlooked
so far?

Gerdes: It’s an important issue and I think if you look at something
like the Skyway Marina District and what’s happened there, part of
that success has been because there’s significant density there
that can be used by developers. That level of density makes the
financial picture work for them. We’ve expanded density along the
Central Avenue corridor. I think the next step is looking at some of
the other corridors that don’t have this type of density available
and increasing that and using workforce density bonuses through
that process.  

What would that change look like?

Gerdes: Let’s say you’re at 15 units an acre right now on a specific
corridor. If we could go to 30 units an acre and then maybe
another 15 on top of that, if you use the workforce density bonus,
well then you’re getting up to 45 units an acre, and you’re ensuring
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some of those units are going to be cost-controlled for workforce
income. The planning department is working on that now, and I see
that being a great benefit. 

What other conversations around density is the city having?

Gerdes: We’re looking at increasing some density on a smaller
scale along corridors that are traditionally single-family. We still
have some corridors in St. Pete that have a lot of single-family
homes on them even though they’re in fairly major areas of the city.
Let’s look at allowing townhomes and smaller multifamily on those
corridors. We’ll be working with city council on that this year. 

The city is focused on providing single-family housing options for
residents. But in this market, how does the city remain
competitive when going after these properties?

Gerdes: We have a program we started in 2014 where we
foreclosed on vacant properties, and we acquired a number of lots
through that process. We also have lots we acquired through a
federal program back in 2008 and 2009 during the market crash.
We’re using those lots currently and have been actively engaged in
the real estate community. But you’re right, it’s very difficult now to
acquire lots in this market. 

If you’re running through inventory mostly compiled in 2008 and
2014 and it's becoming more and more difficult to acquire new
lots it sounds like we might be starting to hit the bottom. How
many lots are left? What is the city's current inventory?

Corbett: In the combined [federal programs]: 87 foreclosure
properties were acquired from 2009 -to 2019. Of the 87 properties,
49 properties have been either renovated or had new homes
constructed and sold to an eligible affordable buyer. Three lots
remain to be built on and the remaining 35 lots will go to the
affordable housing lot disposition program. Since 2015, the City
has acquired 46 properties through the affordable housing lot
disposition program. Many of those lots have already been
awarded to developers to construct affordable single-family
homes. There are approximately 10 remaining lots to be awarded to
developers for affordable housing but we are constantly working to
acquire additional lots to be included in the affordable housing lot
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disposition program. Between both programs, 133 properties have
been acquired. The number of available lots varies based on new
acquisitions and dispositions.  Currently, 45 lots remain that have
not been awarded and we are constantly looking to acquire
additional lots to include in the affordable housing lot disposition
program.

Has anything changed now that a new administration has taken
office?

Gerdes: I think Mayor Welch has a strong focus on housing
affordability. I think he’s interested in looking at additional
techniques we can use, which is why I think so many of these
conversations are happening now.

GLOSSARY

Density: Number of developed units allowed in a specific area of
land. This is usually calculated via how many dwelling units can be
built per acre.

Upzoning: Changes in the city’s zoning that would allow for taller
and denser buildings. However, it doesn’t rezone an area, which
would both allow for larger constructions and change the land use.
It simply is an alteration to the zoning code. Essentially, increasing
the number of units that are permitted to be built on any given area
would take steps toward increasing the housing supply and
lowering the cost of land per unit.

Dormitory style dwellings: Residences where renters have private
bedrooms and shared living spaces and amenities.

Modular units: A type of prefabricated construction that essentially
uses components that have been made offsite in a factory that is
then moved to a property to assemble a structure. 

Disposition and development agreement: An agreement that
establishes the requirements of the sale, lease, acquisition, or
disposal of property owned by the city that a developer must enter
to develop the property. 
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CRA: The St. Petersburg Community Redevelopment Agency has
created three Community Redevelopment Areas — South St.
Petersburg, Intown and Intown West — which have adopted
redevelopment plans and approved redevelopment trust funds.
These CRAs promote reinvestments in housing, commercial
corridors, education, business developments, nonprofits and
workforce developments with different focuses for different areas. 

HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Part of the city's housing assistance programs allows first-time
homebuyers that meet certain requirements to access between
$5,000 and $60,000 in down payment assistance. The loan is fully
or partly forgivable — based on income — if the occupant remains
in the home for 10 years.

Breanne Williams
Reporter
Tampa Bay Business Journal


